
Data has always been among the most
important assets of any business. In
today’s increasingly globalized,

high-speed world, applications must run con-
tinuously, requiring uninterrupted access to
large amounts of data. In many installations,
much of that data is in the form of VSAM, a
very successful architecture introduced in the
1970s and continually improved, so that today
as much as half of all corporate data exists as
VSAM files.

The problem of making this VSAM data
continually available to applications such as
CICS has both occupied system designers
and vexed users for many years. The VSAM
access method itself provides many differ-
ent ways to organize, write and retrieve
data; either sequentially, by key, by record
number, and so on, but guaranteeing the
integrity of the records when two or more
functions must update the same file is the
responsibility of the application, not the
VSAM access method itself.

RLS

The VSAM Record-Level Sharing facility
(RLS), introduced with DFSMS version 1.3
partly solves the problem of providing contin-
uous access to VSAM files through the use of
the Coupling Facility hardware and the
SMSVSAM address space. Together, these
supply the record-level locking and buffer
management necessary to guarantee data
integrity. In a previous column (Technical
Support, May 2002), I discussed VSAM RLS,
but largely in the context of DFSMShsm,
which can make use of RLS access to its control
datasets so that multiple DFSMShsm func-
tions such as primary space management and
automatic backup can run concurrently.

The use of RLS for ‘recoverable’ VSAM
datasets (i.e., those for which backout logs are

maintained—typically, CICS files) is also of
importance to the storage administrator, who
may be called on to assist in the task of pro-
viding the 24x7 access to data needed in
today’s business environment.

Without RLS, there are only a few ways to
share access to datasets, none of them entirely
satisfactory. CICS applications can get around
the problem of conflicting updates through
‘function shipping,’ i.e., setting up a file-owning
region (FOR) to make all the necessary updates
for the application-owning regions (AORs).
One difficulty with this approach, of course, is
the performance bottleneck and single point of
failure inherent in funneling all updates
through the FOR. Similarly, if a file must be
shared between CICS and a batch job, then
either CICS must be shut down in order to
allow the batch job to run, or the CICS
External Interface (EXCI) must be used to
allow the batch job to pass its read/write
requests to a CICS server transaction. Of
course, this may require some fairly large
changes to the application.

RLS solves this problem by replacing the
control-interval locking in VSAM with locks
at the record level, using the Coupling Facility
to ensure that multiple systems have a consis-
tent view of the data on DASD and in buffers.
With RLS in place, multiple CICS applica-
tions can write to the same VSAM files with
data integrity assured, because the CICS trans-
action logs keep track of what changes have
been made, allowing CICS to back them out if
needed. RLS thus allows CICS files to be
either ‘recoverable’ (i.e., committed updates
can be backed out) or ‘non-recoverable’ (no
log is maintained, and no backout is possible).

RLS alone, however, is not enough. By
itself, RLS provides data sharing across CICS
transactions and across multiple systems in the
sysplex. It also allows a batch job which
accesses a file outside of CICS to safely read

the data if RLS=CR (Consistent Read) is spec-
ified, so that the RLS locks are honored. But a
batch job cannot open a recoverable CICS file
for output while CICS is running, even with
RLS. To do so risks the integrity of the data.
The file is ‘recoverable’ only to CICS. The
batch job has no way to back out incorrect
changes, having no means of keeping a log.
Worse, the CICS application might back out
its own changes after the batch job has already
updated the file, returning it to its original
state, with the batch job unaware of what
occurred. RLS still has not eliminated the
‘batch window’, at least for batch jobs which
must do more than read the data.

To address this problem, IBM recently
announced the long-awaited Transactional
VSAM Services component of DFSMS, called
DFSMStvs, available with DFSMS version 1.4.
Like other components of DFSMS such as
DFSMShsm, DFSMSdss and DFSMSrmm,
Transactional VSAM Services is an additionally
priced, optional component and must be enabled
in the IFAPRD member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

TVS

Transactional VSAM Services (TVS) uses
the facilities that make up RLS—the Coupling
Facility, the SMSVSAM address space, and
the System Logger—to extend the scope of
data sharing so that any application can pro-
vide multiple update access to VSAM files,
although like RLS, it’s primary use is likely to
be for CICS. TVS provides the additional log-
ging and commit/rollback functions necessary
to allow batch jobs to access VSAM files for
output while CICS itself is also doing so. TVS
records updates in its log stream datasets, at
least two of which must be defined for each
‘instance’ of DFSMStvs (there can be more
than one instance) in a z/OS image. These
include a backout log stream named
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IGWTVnnn.IGWLOG.SYSLOG. and a ‘shunt’
logstream for failed backouts, named
IGWTVnnn.IGWSHUNT.SHUNTLOG,
where ‘nnn’ is the identifier specified in the
IGDSMSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.
Other logstreams may be needed as well.

TVS runs as part of the SMSVSAM address
space, so it cannot be stopped except by can-
celing SMSVSAM via a FORCE command,
although some TVS options can be changed
through the SETSMS command. The status of
Transactional VSAM can be determined
through the use of the DISPLAY SMS,TRAN-
VSAM command. This might be useful to
determine if the TVS logstream datasets are
connected to the z/OS Recoverable Resource
Services (RRS) Manager, without which con-
current updates cannot be performed, because
RRS provides the ‘syncpoint’ facilities that
allow commit/rollback processing of the
VSAM updates.

Batch programs which need to update
recoverable VSAM files may need to be
changed to commit updates frequently so as
not to lock out CICS transactions for long
periods of time. By default, a batch program
using RLS=CRE (Consistent-read-explicit, or
‘repeatable read’) to access a VSAM file
would lock out any users until the job step
completes. Thus batch jobs might need to be
broken into smaller steps (which might be run
concurrently), or a timer might be used to
allow ‘commit’ of a certain number of updates
to take place. DFSMStvs itself can’t provide
the ‘commit’ function (i.e., release of locks)
automatically because it is unaware of the
logic of the batch program. Programs which
make use of DFSMStvs might need to be

changed to include the SRRCMIT and
SRRBACK services of RRS.

Two excellent Redbooks are available
which describe TVS. The DFSMStvs
Overview and Planning Guide (SG24-6971) is
of particular use to storage administrators,
especially as it provides some explanation of
transaction-processing buzzwords such as
atomic updates, units-of-recovery, and two-
phase commit. DFSMStvs Application
Migration Guide (SG24-6272) is aimed more
at application programmer but also provides
lots of useful information.

For installations which have already imple-
mented RLS, there are a number of additional
requirements for TVS. Changes to the SMS
configuration and ACS routines will be neces-
sary to associate SMS storage classes with
cache structures, data classes may need to be
changed to provide logstream id’s, and the
IGDSMSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB will
need to be updated. If RLS has not been
implemented, then all of the necessary
changes for it, such as the creation of Sharing
Control Datasets and establishment of the
Coupling Facility cache and lock structures

will be needed first, as RLS is a prerequisite
for TVS.

DFSMStvs has a few limitations, of course.
It cannot be used for striped datasets or hiper-
batch, and of course it cannot be used where
the VSAM file does not have a record-based
structure, such as for linear datasets. Also,
DFSMStvs does not provide automatic for-
ward recovery (although it can provide a
forward-recoverylog). Any forward recovery
must be provided by an application, such as
CICSVR. However, implementation of
DFSMStvs eliminates one of the last remain-
ing barriers to the true 24x7 uptime demanded
in the 21st century.  

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior software
developer with DTS Software, Inc., a vendor of
enterprise storage management products. Steve
has been involved in software development, stor-
age management, and disaster recovery for
more than 20 years. He can be contacted at
pryor@mailatlanta.net.

LOG_OF-LOGS - logstream for CICSVR forward recovery
QTIMEOUT - how long before quiesce is considered failed
RLSTMOUT - how long to wait for lock
MAXLOCKS - max locks per unit of recovery
TVSNAME - name of 1 or more DFSMStvs’s
SYSNAME - sysplex names if shared PARMLIB
AKP - no. log operations per keypoint
TV_START_TYPE - WARM or COLD

Note: only AKP, QTIMEOUT, and MAXLOCKS can be changed by SETSMS command. Others require a restart of TVS
via the VARY SMS command.

FIGURE 1: IGDSMSXX PARAMETERS FOR DFSMSTVS
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